Addition Word Problems - Independent Practice Worksheet

Complete all the problems.

1) Hannah ran 43 kilometers last month. She ran 47 kilometers this month. How many kilometers did she run in all?

2) Jake ate 30 mangoes last week. He was not well this week; so he only ate 15 mangoes this week. How many mangoes were eaten by Jake?

3) Sarah picks 63 rose flowers and 76 sunflowers in her flower bucket. How many flowers does she have in her bucket?

4) Kitty runs a crockery shop. She sold 56 bowls yesterday and 76 bowls today. How many bowls were sold by Kitty?

5) Gretchen carries 36 notebooks of four lines and 71 notebooks of two lines in her shoulder bag. How many notebooks does she have in her bag?

6) Lora sold 342 bottles of milk last year and 235 bottles of milk this year. Find the total number of bottles sold by Lora?

7) A postman delivers letters on a bicycle. He delivered 32 letters on the first day and 25 letters on the second day. How many letters are delivered by the postman?

8) Rosy has 10 bananas and 14 apples. How many fruits does Rosy have in all?

9) Harry cleaned up his bedroom. He found 16 black crayons and 11 pink crayons. How many crayons did he find in his bedroom?

10) Mary went to the grocery store and spent $39 on assorted fruit and $17 on Coco cereal. How much money was spent by Mary?